The purpose of this study is to describe the patterns of German utterances in tour guiding related to cross-cultural aspects. This was a qualitative descriptive study in which the data were collected through interviews and questionnaires. The findings show that the cross-cultural implications are manifested by tour guides' utterances to prepare a visit a tourist attraction. The utterances contain suggestion, information, and prohibition on doing things inappropriate for Indonesian culture such as how to shake hands and dress properly in a temple. Most utterances use the infinitive construction without a subject. They are communicative and understandable to German tourists. The utterances, however, do not seem to be polite enough based on German grammatical rules. Therefore, the patterns of utterances are designed for prospective German language speaking tour guides to learn. 
INTRODUCTION
Cross-cultural communication in foreign countries tour guiding cannot be avoided. There are several complaints about tour guides skills, such as they can only speak speeches related to the visited attraction in monologue. They are expected to be able to understand the cultural background that becomes the rationale of the tourists they guide so that two way communications can happen. Tour guides speak chronologically about attraction or ceremony without speaking about the practical usage of a ceremony or the practical usage of a plant.
Another tour guide's task is to give briefing to the guest. The briefing is held at the hotel lobby and contains several things, such as: suggestion to behave in general to local citizen and in the sight visited, suggestion to shop and suggestion to use public transportation. Complaints including the German ´Landeskunde´ knowledge gap owned by the tour guides are often heard.
The problem researched is limited to the cross-cultural aspect that implies the 'Redemittel' speech patterns in German speaking tour guides and the speech patterns spoken by the German tourists when visiting Indonesia.
This research aims to 1) describe the cross-cultural implication based on the perspective of the tour guides who can speak the German language, and 2) formulate Redemittel 'speech patterns' in cross-cultural communication during German speaking tour guiding in Indonesia.
This research is beneficial for the procurement of German language teaching material in courses related to tourism given since 2013/2014 university curriculum is enforced. There are six courses in the new curriculum that are related to tourism, i.e.1) Einführung zum Tourismus ´Introduction to Tourism´, 2) Nationaltourismus ´National Tourism´, 3) Deutsch für Reiseführung ´German Language for Tourism´, 4) Internationaltourismus ´International Tourism´, 5) Deutsch für Hotelwesen ´German Language in Hospitality sector´, and 6) Reiseführung ´Tour Guiding´.
Students who choose to take German language courses in tourism mentioned above will gain extensive knowledge and tourism specifics and a variety of tourism attractions not only in Indonesia but also in German speaking countries. After understanding the tourism attractions, students are given ample opportunity to practice their speaking skills in German in order to enable them to introduce the attractions to the German speaking tourists. Relating to speaking skills, Lado(1971: 278) gave a following definition:
"
W i r d e f i n i e r e n d i e m ü n d l i c h e Sprachproduktion oder Sprechfertigkeit als die Fähigkeit, in grundlegend normalen Kommunikationssituationen die Sygnalsysteme der Aussprache, der Betonung, der Intonation, der g r a m m a t i s c h e n S t r u k t u r e n u n d des Vokabulars einer Fremdsprache zu benutzen, und zwar in einer für
Sprecher dieser Sprache normalen Darbietungsgeschwindigkeit". (´Oral language production or speaking skills is defined as a skill to use the pronunciation, tone, intonation, grammar and vocabulary symbol system of a foreign language in a communication situation that is basically normal, and in a normal speaking tempo to the foreign language speaker´).
The definition according Huneke et al. (2009: 109) (´Speaking is a main activity if someone wants to divert others' attention to himself, if someone in his interaction with someone else want to achieve something, if someone based on his conversation purpose wants to influence a situation or the behavior of the speaking partner, either in a four eyes conversation or in group, either personally or generally, either with a supervisor or teacher or a fellow being´).
The quote above shows the speaking purpose and who could be the speaking partner. The one meant as the speaker is a native Indonesian tour guide who can speak German. The speaking partner in guiding is a German native speaker from Germany, Austria or even German speaking Switzerland. To be able to speak as expected, learner should pay attention and read a lot as well as increase their vocabulary in certain themes and deepen their grammar. Thus, it was hoped that the graduates of the German Language Education Department who want to be a tour guide can speak German normally (not too slow or too fast).
In order to be able to achieve the speaking skills as expected above, learners study not only grammar and vocabulary, but also they are expected to internalize speech patterns called in German as Redemittel.
Redemittel is a composition that consists of nominal (die) Rede and (das) Mittel. Bußmann (1983: 426) gives three definitions for the Rede concept. One of them is: Vorgang und Ergebnis mündlicher oder schriftlicher Sprachproduktion. Meaning ´die Rede is a process and a production result of the oral and written language´. Homberger (2000: 432) explained the nominal of Rede as Aktuelle gesprochene oder geschriebene Sprache (´Actual oral and written language´). The meaning of the nominal das Mittel according to Heuken (1987: 327) was ´means or tool´. Thus the definition of Redemittel is concluded as follows: Redemittel is the means or tool used to produce and the production result of oral and written language. Redemittel in German language learning book is always showed in the form of speech patterns that usually contains blank that must be filled according to the situation or context of the conversation.
Speech spoken on every conversation is not only in the form of one or two words. However, speaker must use a variety of speech patterns based on the spoken theme. don't understand it/ you´. I n G e r m a n s p e a k i n g e x e r c i s e , Redemittel above are usually memorized by learner so that they can communicate well orally.
In addition to mastering Redemittel, learner shave studied cross-cultural aspects (Indonesia-Germany) which are integrated in all four language skills acquisition since they are in first semester. However, cross-cultural learning inrelation to tourism should be explicitly emerged in Redemittel. Therefore, the meaning of a term 'implication' is discussed here first. Lewandowski (1990: 428) The above discussion on implication associated with Redemittel ´speech pattern´ can be concluded that the crosscultural concept implicates or affects the arrangement of the speech patterns used in the oral or written communication between language speakers.
Before discussing the cross-cultural concept, a concept related to "culture" and Landeskunde will be discussed first. Mulyana et al. (2000; 25) said: Culture is a whole life pattern. Culture is complex, abstract and broad. There are lots of cultural aspects that also determine the communicative behavior.These sociocultural elements are spread and consist of many human social activities.
In German language, there is a (die) Kultur ´culture´ concept. However, in German language learning, (die) Kultur is discussed in a 'Landeskunde' concept. Kunkel-Razum et al.(2003: 987) If someone learns a foreign language, it is almost certain that person is involved in interkulturell learning. When a foreign language teacher asks learners to compare the situation in the target language text with the situation in the foreign language learner's self or environment, it automatically guides the learner to communicate in cross-cultural. Samovar et al. (2010: 13) said: crossc u l t u r a l c o m m u n i c a t i o n i n v o l ve s interaction between people with quite different cultural perception and symbol system in a communication. Next, Samovar et al. (2010: 287) quoted the opinion of Pegel which said learning other language and culture helps you to think about the world with different dimension.
From the quotes above, it was known that if the communication practitioners are from two different cultures, they can not avoid cross-cultural communication. Likewise is the communication between a tour guide and tourists. It can start during greeting, opening a conversation, general behavior that must be followed by the tourists and the tour guide. Cross-cultural communication, either verbal or nonverbal cannot be avoided if communication practitioners are respectful to the speaking partner. Therefore, German tourists usually equip themselves with knowledge about the country and the society's culture in the country they will be visiting. Usually they read about books filled with information about a country. For example, in David (2010: 313) (David, 2010: 318) Meaning: ´Pointing someone with an index finger is a very impolite gesture.
If cannot be avoided, or if we want to point to a certain direction, it is better not to use the index finger but rather use the right thumb pointed to the object and palm faces up with other fingers fisted into the palm´.
Both examples above are a small part of cross-cultural knowledge that should be known by German speaking tourists when visiting Indonesia. The German speaking tour guides certainly know about it. However, a question shows up, can the tour guides compose German language speech that are proper and correct to convey this rule to German speaking tourists who do not prepare themselves or to tourists who have read but forget about the information?
METHOD
This research is a qualitative research and uses a descriptive method.
Data obtained in the form of speech are categorized into theme. Analysis of meaning is done by translating to the Indonesian language. Then, obtained Redemittel from the whole analyzed data are formulated.
Most of this research is done in Bandung, such as literature review, instrument composing, record-keeping or data transcription of interview result to written data, categorizing or data classification based on type of Redemittel, composing progress report and final research report as well as research result seminar. All those research activities were done in Bandung except for the interview in Bali and the research result seminar.
The research population is all tour guides that can speak German in all of Indonesia. The research sample is the reachable respondent. Interview with respondents who are German speaking tour guides and native German speaker respondents who are visiting Indonesia or working in Indonesia and have participated in German speaking tour guiding, most was done in Bali and Bandung. The interview was done directly with German native speaker tour guides and tourists in travel sights such as Bali, Jakarta, Bandung and surroundings. The interview was also done in two languages which are German and Indonesian.
R e s e a r c h d a t a we r e o b t a i n e d through questionnaire and interview. The questionnaire was written in two languages, which are Indonesian for German speaking Indonesian tour guides, and German for native German speaker tourists.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Research Results
Cross-cultural implication obtained from interview or questionnaire are described based on the themes, such as 1) general ´Verhalten´ behavior, 2) clothes, 3) public facility consist of a) choosing place to exchange money, b) local transportation if traveling outside of the activity of the travel agent they used.
Tour guides accompanying tourist in travel usually faced with questions around the theme 4) plants, 5) religion and politics. The interview result transcription from replaying the interview records with five German speaking tour guide respondent can be said as follows:
General ´Verhalten´ Behavior Theme and theRedemittel for it
Begrüßung´ Greeting: Usually German tourist greets by holding tight their partner's hand and shake it as a sign that they are very pleased to meet the person. However it is not usual in Indonesian society because it is considered unpleasant. Therefore, the tour guides remind the German tourists of it. There is a female tour guide from Bandung that even teaches or asks the tourist to greet their partner as customarily in West Java.
( 
The Prohibition to Touch Children's Head especially Boys
If tourists meet with boys, the German tourists are prohibited to touch the head of the boy that come up to them because it was considered as taboo. If they want to touch the boys, it was suggested that they stroke or touch the boys' shoulder. The Redemittel for that says: Prohibition to Kiss the Hand of Women who are not their Mahram (men or women who are still close relatives because of heredity or marital relationship so as not to be married).
As it was mentioned in Redemittel point (3) and (4) There are times when the tourists are taken to visit certain places where the temperature are 20 0 C. Therefore, the tourists are asked to bring ´Pulli´ or ´Pullover´ sweater. Respondent explains that the guest will travel to mountain with an open jeep. In the mountain area the temperature is around 20 0 C. Therefore, it is suggested that they bring sweater. The Redemittel for that sounds as follows: (11 
Plants and Food Theme
Talks about plants usually happen when tour guiding is on their way to an attraction or sight. Lots of German tourists are interested in the rice plant. They want to know the type of rice and their usage, the history of rice, how to cultivate the soil, how long the rice is planted until harvest time.
Other plant that often asked is coffee. German loves to drink coffee, tour guides then must be able to explain about coffee. The time needed to explain about coffee sometimes can spend an hour, it depends on the interest of the tourists. Therefore, the literature about coffee must also be known by tour guides. The types of coffee are such as Arabica and Robusta and also Luwak coffee.
If the communication about coffee has been accomplished, usually it will be followed by invitation to drink coffee together. The effect of the invitation is very positive. The problem shown up previously starts to melt usually with one coffee invitation and good personal touch with German language. German tourist would also like to know the names of Indonesian food. They saw in the menu, there are always nasi goreng (fried rice), bakmie goreng (fried noodles). In the end, they will know that they are Indonesian food.
Political and Religious Theme
German speaking tour guides should prepare themselves with hot news on politics in Indonesia. It will be better, if the tour guides can compare it with the political situation in Germany.
There are tour guides that relates political theme with Indonesian history. Recent news must also be followed because German guests mostly prepare themselves and will ask if the information they had read or listened is true.
According to respondent, German people are very open minded. They even understand very well the difference that is even to them very preposterous. The way of thinking and understanding of local culture are very good. Their longing to come to Bali to see its beauty is not only as tourists, but also the most important thing is the cultural background. They are very interested in how the Balinese culture as Hindus are, how Hindus culture with daily life are. As Balinese truly believe in God, in ancestors.
Discussion
In tour guiding especially in a long trip from North Sumatera to Bali, German speaking tourists usually like tour guides who are able to explain the attraction calmly, in a slow pace, and not in a hurry, because there are tourists who want to take notes on what the tour guide explains. In addition to that, hospitality and an always smiling face (even if in reality the tour guides are tired due to the long trip) make tour in Indonesia fun and soothing. Especially if there is a kinship feeling between the tour guide and the tourists. Happiness and laughter of the tour guide will make a tiring trip be a fun one.
On the contrary, tour guides who speak German in a very fast pace when explaining the attraction (perhaps because they have recited it) will make the tourists tired. Especially in a German language that is very influenced by dialect from one of the regions in Indonesia. It really bothers the tourists. Some will immediately do the siebzehn trick which is pretending to sleep and snore because they don't understand what is being explained.
Cross-cultural matters that are quite bothering is the greeting of "ibu" (mother) to all Indonesian women. The greeting is a bit confusing to the German speaking tourists. All adult women can be greeted with the word "ibu". There are some children who address their biological mother with the word "ibu". There also some husband who call their wife "ibu". Thus, it seemed that there is no difference in intimate feeling to a beloved family. It is different with greeting in German language, starting from the formal level Sie 'Anda' (You) who applies to all gender, which is a greeting of first person to second person, both singular and plural (You all). Greeting for informal level has the pronouns du 'kamu' (you) for second person in singular and for all gender and ihr 'kalian' (you all) for second person in plural. To greet biological mother, the noun Mutter/Mutti 'ibunda' (mother ), for biological father there is Vater/Vatti 'ayahanda' (father).
The attitude of German people (tourist) who should be traced by the Indonesian tour guides is Tugend 'wisdom', for example always keeping the promise especially time promise to finish something. The timeliness of German people are highly appreciated and adhered by tour guides. Therefore, respondents who work as tour guides always try hard so that everything that has already planned can run according to the schedule agreed together or stated in the program. Therefore, it can be said that German speaking Indonesian tour guides belong to a group of Indonesian community that keep the agreed time.
Things in a similar tone with obedience can be mentioned as follows. German speaking tour guides are very obedient to behavior prohibitions and regulations that they have heard from the tour guides or Gästebetreuer ´representative' from the hotel who give directions on how to behave generally in Indonesia, especially in the region site that they are visiting. They do not ask why they have to act in a certain way. Where as plenty of German people always ask why they have to do things that are not prevalent with their culture. Many of them try to adapt to the situation in Indonesia even though it is undeniable that there are German speaking tourists who experience culture shock on the bus that bring them from the Sukarno-Hatta airport through Jakarta to the tour destination. Spontaneously the tourist wanted to immediately return to their country. The culture shock that was experienced happened due to seeing the traffic chaos in Indonesia. However, with the patience of the tour guide in persuading and promising a relaxing and beautiful situation in their tour destination, the tourist will finally feel happy in their trip.
In using the Indonesian language, many of the German speaking tourists who come to Indonesia repeatedly (repeat guest) try to learn autodidactly and use the Indonesian language when they meet other Indonesian people (other than tour guide). Although the speech that they are expressing consists of brief greeting "Good Evening", Good Afternoon", "How are you?" and thanking in the Indonesian language. According to them, speaking in Indonesian in a simpler level is not so hard to learn because the way of writing and pronunciating of the symbols in Indonesian language are the same. It is easier and done usually to communicate in a simple way with the Indonesian people who they meet in a restaurant, a hotel or during shopping when they are not accompanied by a tour guide. The food that they bought, are usually Indonesian food. During their staying in Indonesia, they think that they should also taste Indonesian food. It shows that crosscultural aspects happened by the German speaking tourist.
Some of the research results are contrary to the expectation of the researcher, such as there are a few prohibitions that must be obeyed by the German tourists. For example they are not allowed to shake hand by holding tight their speaking partner's hand and shake it. They were even asked to copy how Indonesian people shake hands. According to the researcher, this is a bit excessive because based on the cultural background the researcher has, shaking hand by holding hand tightly is a common thing.
The prohibition to touch a boy's head is also a new finding for the researcher. This is unimaginable from the beginning. The compliance of the German tourists not to do things that are prohibited is also a positive value in the cross-cultural life. The compliance of the German people to follow the existing rules is not something new. This can be seen from their compliance to follow the German language grammar that is very complex and compliance to the existence of gender for every nominal named article and the change based on the four cases.
Approximately 80% of 25 German language Redemittel ´speech pattern´ used by tour guides are only infinitive construction. The description of the speeches used by the tour guides are sentences or phrases that they used to speak. Therefore the German tourists can understand the speeches even though there are errors so that the speeches are considered by them as good and proper. If the tour guide's speech transcriptions are analyzed based on the German language rules, many grammatical errors happened. Despite of the fact the tourists can understand the speech. However, what appears in this writing is the fact that the Redemittel has been improved, either the choosing of the vocabulary, sentence structure or grammar.
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS
Conclusion
Cross-cultural implication is showed on the behavior of tour guides and on the speech patterns used to give information to the German tourists. The information generally contains of how to behave in Indonesia, either general behavior or how to dress in public places and in the temple. German respondents who come to Indonesia for the first time recommend that tour guiding in the German language should not be spoken in a fast tempo because a dialect that is slipped in the intonation of the tour guide will increasingly obscure the meaning of the information conveyed. They wish that the tour guide gives time to the German tourist to digest the information that they have received. Moreover, there are respondents who want to take notes during tour so that they can repeat and speak about it again in the future to their relativesor acquaintance who have never visited Indonesia. Respondents who are repeat guests also learn the Indonesian language autodidactly and try to use the speeches what they have learned with the Indonesian people as their speaking partners in a restaurant or other public places.
The Indonesian respondents working as tour guides have done their job well in the tour field by using German speeches that are understandable by native German speaking tourists. Misunderstanding that happened due to the difficulty to convey information in German can be overcome easily by simplifying the speeches using infinitive construction, meaning that the respondents do not have to compose speeches in German sentences according to the correct grammar. Communication between German tourists and German speaking tour guides is quite satisfying. Among the guests guided, there are some who become repeat guests 'subscriber' because they are pleased to spend their holiday in Indonesia.
Although most of the Germanspeaking tour guides use the infinitive construction in form to explain something to the tourists. It does not influence the communication among themselves. However, it would be better, if tour guides explain it in the right form of commonly used German expressions.
SUGGESTIONS
Redemittel or ´speech patterns´ that were described in this research are still limited to giving information related to cross-cultural implication. There are still a lot of themes that have not been discussed in this research because of the limited time and fund. Those themes are in the form of brief knowledge on variety of important plants in Indonesia, religious ritual ceremonies held by Indonesian family and other themes previously mentioned. Therefore, it is suggested to carry out further research on teaching materials related to Indonesian Landeskunde. Besides, research on the teaching material related to attraction or sights held the interest of German tourist, research on method, strategy or teaching materials in tourism should also be done, so that future German speaking tour guides can give information using the German speech patterns that are correct and proper according to the German grammatical rules.
